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FOREWORD


To enter this book is to enter a world of Sartre scholarship—a world that is philosophically dif
ferent, complex, demanding, and sometimes the source of annoyance and migraine headaches 
for its participants.Yet to begin even to understand Sartre’s world, to recognize the life issues 
that Sartre wants to reinterpret and resolve, and, to try, in confrontation with his work, either 
to make sense of it, praise it, or destroy it, yields both anxiety and a sense of accomplishment. 
Sartre’s “philosophy” is hardly a work of ready familiarity or confirmation. Rather, it opens a 
“new way” of seeing the world and “reality,” a novel, creative way of “existing” one’s existence; 
and, finally, the prospect of an “integral humanity” in which violence would be viewed as “con
tradictory.”A dictatorship evolving from what Sartre himself called a “group-in-fusion” would 
have no place there. 

The world of Sartre scholarship as represented in this book is wide, diverse, and critical 
(hardly one of uncritical discipleship!), and uncharacteristically comprehensive. I have yet to 
see a book on Sartre in the English language that has included so much. Almost every topic 
that Sartre touches, suggests, evokes, and expounds on in his voluminous opus is considered 
in this book. And no confrontation is done superficially. Rather, it is done, generally speak
ing, with expository care, discerning awareness of the problem(s) or controversy that Sartre’s 
analysis generates and, after tracing the genesis and history of the scholarly disagreement regard
ing Sartre’s views, presents the contributor’s own developed position. Moreover, the forty-five 
authors included here were not chosen at random.They are known and respected, most consid
ered experts on the issue on which they write.And they represent varying generations of Sartre 
scholars: some from the late fifties and sixties; some who, like myself, started in the seventies and 
eighties and learned from their predecessors and contemporaries; and finally, some who after 
savoring Sartre as millennials became energetically engaged with the relevance of his work, 
sometimes relating Sartre to contemporary expressions and reformulations of his concerns.To 
be noted is that, among the contributors a growing number of philosophers versed in Analytic 
Philosophy—in America, England, Ireland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Eastern Europe, 
Japan, and elsewhere—are now writing on Sartre and offering important analytic clarification to 
some of Sartre’s writing without resorting to the kind of nitpicking that takes one away from the 
gripping issues of human existence. I know the latter from personal experience for, before my 
not so radical but cathartic “conversion,” I participated in that kind of non-existential analysis. 
I say this mindful of my strong belief that Sartre, especially in Being and Nothingness, provided 
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some excellent conceptual analysis which, though often controversial and subject to modifi
cation, became central to his phenomenological ontology and existentialism (e.g. “freedom,” 
“situation,” “bad faith,” “nothingness,” “violence,” “oppression,” “dialectical reason,” etc.).” But 
Sartre, like those whose interest he later captivated, focused on the being and condition of the 
human, the for-itself (l’être-pour-soi), not primarily the being of things, i.e. the in-itself (l’être-en
soi), being which is not self-conscious, not conscious (of) being conscious, not free.The writers 
in this volume, many of whom are good friends and co-workers in the field, are not, to borrow 
a thought from Martha Nussbaum, afraid of existence. 

I believe that this book will convey to readers not only the depth, width, and influences of 
both Sartre’s opus and the expanding world scholarship on it, but also a sense of the camarade
rie, friendly interdependence, and mutual encouragement which exists among Sartre scholars, 
whatever their age.And, admirably, it also shows that critical disagreement still flourishes in the 
domain of Sartre scholarship. 

Relative to these features I say again what I have emphasized in my own work; namely, that, 
in spite of the problematic and ambivalent aspects of his brilliant philosophical, literary, and 
artistic contributions, Sartre remains not only one of the most important and most cited thinkers 
of the 20th century, but both an intellectual inspiration and continuing social and political prod 
for the 21st century.At this time of a disastrous Trump presidency, when truth is assassinated and 
reason abandoned in favor of narcissism and the vulgar use of power, Sartre’s humane insights 
must be constantly invoked. 

I cannot conclude this foreword without offering another word of praise—this time for the 
editor Matthew Eshleman.This massive work was ingeniously conceived and planned.The pro
spectus alone, which Eshleman allowed me to see early in the editors’ thinking, was meticulously 
prepared.The articulation of the book’s rationale, proposed scope, intended uniqueness, and over
view of chapters, was nothing short of exquisite.This hardly came as a surprise. Having known 
and been in discussion with Matt since his graduate school days, I became increasingly aware of 
his probing and intense intellect.After our first published exchange I was quick to say that his star 
was rising; and after my responding in writing to more of his work, that his star had risen brightly. 

I also wish to commend the work of the two co-editors, Connie Mui (whom I have known 
as a friend as well as a fellow scholar) and Christophe Perrin, who, I am certain, have been 
very helpful in vetting, proofing, and editing the chapters of this work.Too often the work of 
contributing editors goes unrecognized by readers unless errors are spotted. However, I have 
a confidence that the exacting skill and labor of the editors and the discerning work of the 
contributors have paved the way for an extraordinary book that will live to inform, excite, and 
challenge an ever-growing number of Sartre scholars and readers. My only regret is that because 
of the protracted illness and subsequent death of my magnanimous, compassionate, and coura
geous wife, Margo, who often with pleasure accompanied me to Sartre meetings and enjoyed 
the fellowship in them, I had to decline Matt’s invitation to write a chapter for the book. My 
love for Margo is endless. 

I congratulate the editors and authors for making this book a notably important and resource
ful work. Every Sartre scholar needs to have it in his or her permanent library. 

Ronald E. Santoni 
Professor and Maria Theresa Barney Chair 

Emeritus of Philosophy 
Denison University 

Granville, Ohio 
June 2019 
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Matthew C. Eshleman Introduction

INTRODUCTION


Matthew C. Eshleman 

Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980) was arguably the most well-known and influential living phi
losopher, while alive, in human history. And Sartre, of course, died well before the internet. 
Sartre’s prodigious output combined with his treatment of an astonishingly wide range of topics 
and genera established his stature in multiple ways, infrequently combined in a single person. 
Sartre wrote six to ten hours almost every day for nearly 50 years and produced an estimated 
20 published pages per day of his productive life. Sartre’s literary works include short stories, 
five novels (one of which was unfinished and published posthumously) twelve plays, and four 
screenplays—only two screenplays were produced, though six plays were converted into films. 
Sartre’s philosophical texts include two systematic treatises, one of which was unfinished, and 
numerous monographs and essays on a wide range of topics: imagination, emotions, conscious
ness, ontology, metaphysics, ethics and politics… He wrote one of the most celebrated autobiog
raphies in French literary history and three biographies—two of which, by their scope and their 
ambition, transformed the genre.Additionally, Sartre penned ten volumes of essays that include 
a wide array of literary and art criticism and social and political commentary.To this one can 
add diaries, notebooks, letters, interviews, and multiple prefaces to important works authored 
by other significant figures. 

Sartre’s meteoric rise to fame resulted from an intersection of multiple factors. During World 
War II some French intellectuals lost their lives. Under the Occupation intellectuals who collab
orated with the Nazis were frequently ostracized and sometimes prosecuted. A few were even 
executed. The flight of (non-Jewish) intellectuals, like Jean Renoir and André Breton, meant 
that surrealism, which had enjoyed a significant cultural presence between the two wars, was 
largely empty after the war. Furthermore,Vichy’s conservative ideology and “revolution nationale” 
exalted rural life and its enduring values at the expense of its great cities, Paris in particular. 
Younger generations weaned on Vichy’s motto of work, family and homeland, hungered for new 
ideas, creating a post-war intellectual vacuum that Sartre’s existentialism rapidly filled. He had 
already published Nausea and several philosophical texts before the outbreak of war, along with 
several plays and Being and Nothingness during the Occupation. More importantly, Sartre pub
lished a handful of crucial essays in the immediate aftermath of the war about life under Nazi 
control.These essays characterized the oppressive conditions and valorized the French spirit of 
resistance.Thus, Sartre seized the public’s imagination just as the French were reeling from the 
humiliation of defeat. A free press, radio—and somewhat later, television—gave intellectuals 
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more access to a wider audience eager to put the war and its constraints behind them. Sartre was 
an immediate beneficiary of a climate and new technology that transformed him very quickly 
into a national and indeed international icon. 

Once established in France—together with Camus—as the twin apostles of existentialism, 
Sartre rapidly became a world-famous philosopher, playwright and novelist. He was also hugely 
influential. Sartre’s work significantly impacted a long list of writers, Europeans naturally but also 
Americans such as Ralph Ellison, Richard Wright, John Updike,Walker Percy, Norman Mailer 
and Joyce Carol Oates.Then there are playwrights like Jean Genet, Boris Vian, Samuel Beckett 
and Harold Pinter—all of whom benefited from Sartre’s work. Japanese writers and film-makers 
like Nagisa Oshima, Kōbō Abe, and Nobel laureate Kenzaburō Ōe were also importantly influ
enced. As were film-makers closer to home: New Wave directors Jean-Luc Godard, François 
Truffaut and Claude Chabrol, for example. Claude Lanzmann, a life-long Sartrean, and director 
of Shoah, also comes to mind, as does Ingmar Bergman. In the world of art, Sartre clearly influ
enced Pablo Picasso, Alberto Giacometti,Wole Lagunju, and André Masson and, on the other 
side of the pond, Jackson Pollock. 

While Sartre’s impact on existential psychoanalysis and the antipsychiatry movement can be 
debated, R.D. Laing clearly owes a debt to Sartre’s early ontology and, of course, there’s Sartre’s 
important influence on Frantz Fanon. Once more, Sartre’s shift in interest toward politics (as 
a theoretician, activist, and social commentator) corresponds to his entering an international 
dialogue with both anticolonial and postcolonial intellectuals, politicians, and artists on whom 
Sartre had a profound, if not sometimes paradoxical, effect, e.g., Fanon, Albert Memmi, Aimé 
Césaire, and Che Guevara. Sartre, of course, traveled widely and as his fame accrued, meetings 
with heads of state and world leaders, particularly on the socialist side of the spectrum (Fidel 
Castro, Juscelino Kubitschek, Josep Tito, Nikita Khrushchev and Mao Zedong), made headlines 
the world over. In short,“although Sartre remained largely outside of the academic world, [he 
never held a university position], his influence on French intellectual life during the twentieth 
century is second to none” (Schrift, 2006: 177). Something similar can be said about Sartre’s 
impact on much of the rest of the world: Sartre achieved an unprecedented international reputa
tion, perhaps matched only by Voltaire. 

Sartre’s influence qua philosopher began to decline in the late 1950s, though Iris Murdoch 
met Sartre in September 1945 and was clearly influenced by his work and, it should be empha
sized that Sartre exerted a significant formative influence on both Gilles Deleuze (who wrote 
an early homage to Sartre in 1964:“Il a été mon maître”, see also Dialogues) and Jacques Derrida 
for whom Sartre was one of the first philosophers he’d read seriously. While much contro
versy has, in recent years, surrounded the “Question of Influence” between Sartre and Beauvoir, 
the lines of encouragement, guidance and crosspollination were deep, abiding and recipro
cal: it’s difficult to imagine its having been otherwise. Without Beauvoir there would be no 
Sartre.Without Sartre, no Beauvoir.When it comes to contemporary impact, although Sartre’s 
influence in North America initially operated largely along cultural and literary lines, Maurice 
Natanson published the first monograph on Sartre’s early ontology in 1956, the same year Hazel 
Barnes’ translation of Being and Nothingness arrived.Three years later,William Barrett introduced 
a popularized version of existentialism with Irrational Man.While Sartre has never been central 
to mainstream Anglo-analytic philosophy, albeit not infrequently mentioned even if only to be 
dismissed, Sartre’s positive influence can be found in the work of Fredric Jameson, Ian Hacking, 
William McBride, Ronald Aronson, Judith Butler, Iris Marion Young, and Lewis Gordon. 

Sartre was the subject of powerful attacks at every stage of his career, as his plays, literature, 
philosophical and political views almost always courted controversy. Between Sartre’s strident 
atheistic philosophy, his anti-capitalism, his complicated relationship to Stalinism and the USSR, 
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and his support for anticolonial movements and insurrectionary violence, it’s safe to say that 
Sartre was as reviled as he was admired. The British censor (1946) banned Sartre’s play No 
Exit (1946). Pope Pius XII (1948) put all of Sartre’s works on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum 
[Index of Forbidden Book], which putatively banned Catholics from reading Sartre on pain of 
excommunication—though it’s an injunction not taken seriously today. Sartre’s play Dirty Hands 
was suppressed as hostile propaganda in the USSR and Eastern Bloc countries for many years. 
During a counter-protest against Algerian supporters, approximately 10,000 French Army vet
erans protested and chanted “Fusillez Sartre” [Shoot Sartre]! Worse. Sartre’s public justification 
of Algerian resistance against France’s occupation, epitomized by but not limited to his famous 
incendiary preface to Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, incited the paramilitary OAS fascists to 
bomb, not once but twice, Sartre’s apartment, where he lived with his mother. Luckily, despite 
extensive damage on the second occasion, nobody was harmed.The offices of Les Temps mod-
ernes were also bombed. 

Sartre’s rapid ascendancy to international fame was unmatched and untenable. By the 
late 1950s, the “new novel” had eclipsed committed literature, structuralism in sociology and 
anthropology had not only launched an initial attack on Sartre’s existential phenomenology, but 
these fields also began to usurp the authoritative position traditionally granted to philosophy. 
It should be noted, however, that Sartre saw the power of Lévi-Strauss’ structural anthropology 
and incorporated a version of structural analysis into the Critique of Dialectical Reason. While 
Lévi-Strauss both appreciated and criticized Sartre’s efforts in that regard, it’s easy to overstate 
their differences. When the next generation of poststructuralist French theorists (epitomized 
by Foucault and Derrida) aggressively attacked Sartre, he largely (though not entirely) ignored 
them. Foucault’s remark describing Sartre’s Critique of Dialectical Reason as a book written by the 
last great twentieth-century philosopher trying to think his way out of the nineteenth century 
effectively summarizes the general attitude toward Sartre in the 1970s: he was “passé.” A certain 
irony remains: many dominant themes found in this next generation’s writings—constructivism, 
anti-essentialism, anti-foundationalism—can be found in Sartre, even if implicitly and some
times nascently. 

More recently, one can argue that interest in poststructuralism has begun to wane; postmod
ernism’s skepticism and functional quietism are also falling out of fashion as we confront crises 
that threaten the planet’s continued existence. On every continent, we see signs of a new activ
ism, as responsible citizens everywhere recognize that the need for collective action has never 
been greater. It is perhaps no surprise that in the current climate, we are currently witnessing a 
resurgence of interest in all things Sartre, especially his early philosophy. 

All of Sartre’s major early philosophical works have been recently retranslated and a sig
nificant handful of previously unpublished, some long awaited, texts have also been published.1 

Publication of peer-reviewed essays, monographs and edited volumes on Sartre’s early works 
form a steady stream.There are currently two journals dedicated to Sartre Studies (one exclu
sively in French, the other bilingual). There are three prominent academic Sartre Societies 
worldwide – Groupe d’études sartriennes GES (France), the United Kingdom Sartre Society 
(UKSS), and the North American Sartre Society (NASS), along with two smaller, less active 
societies: Deutsche Sartre Gesellschaft (Germany) and the Cercle Japonais d'Études Sartriennes 
(Japan). And, significantly, the UKSS’ annual conference has recently quadrupled in size. Can 
one maintain, like Annie Cohen-Sohal (2013) that we are witnessing a renaissance sartrienne? 
Whatever the case, there is undoubtedly an “ongoing fascination” with Sartre whose position 
in the Western canon is unassailable. Love him or hate him, anyone interested in the intellectual 
currents of the twentieth century in the aftermath of World War II must come to grips with 
Sartre. But beyond that secure place in the Western intellectual tradition, Sartre also provides 
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important resources to help us understand contemporary philosophical, political and aesthetic 
problems that resonate and indeed shake the world today.With the 42 chapters of this com
prehensive volume dedicated to nearly every aspect of Sartre’s development and thought, we 
hope to demonstrate that it’s a very good time to discover—or rediscover—the range of Sartre’s 
extraordinary and multi-faceted corpus. 

Rather than offering short synopses for all 42 chapters, the rest of this introduction, first, 
briefly remarks on some complicated questions and difficult choices faced by the editors in put
ting together a volume of this size. I then offer some schematic remarks on the six sections that 
comprise this volume and, finally, acknowledge the many individuals who played crucial roles 
in bringing it to press. 

Similar volumes on a single thinker’s corpus are sensibly organized either chronologically 
or topically.This exclusive disjunction does not, however, provide ideal options in the case of 
Sartre.To order the sections and chapters chronologically would require separating importantly 
related entries, e.g., those on moral philosophy, by significantly differing acreages.To organize it 
topically, however, would require vitiating expanses of chronological order.The best solution has 
been to organize topical sections largely chronologically, whenever possible.When it comes to 
content, priority goes to Sartre qua philosopher.This means, unfortunately, that many sections 
could easily be expanded, especially the one on aesthetic materials, and one or two sections 
could be added, e.g., on Sartre’s essays on social and cultural criticism. 

This volume was first conceived at 43 chapters and, amazingly, only one chapter on Sartre’s 
relationship to Stalinism was unable to be completed. In choosing authors to write individual 
chapters two points should be mentioned. First, it is with much humility that I can say nearly 
every well-known, highly esteemed Sartre scholar in the world accepted our invitation to con
tribute. Second, while many contributors have expertise to author numerous chapters, not eve
ryone could receive their first choice. Connie and I appreciate many contributors’ humble 
flexibility in working out these logistical details. 

Each of this volume’s seven sections contains varying numbers of chapters. Part One estab
lishes the philosophical and historical context. It covers well-trodden ground, e.g., the influence 
of the Three H’s (Hegel, Husserl, and Heidegger). It also attempts to fill out some less familiar but 
equally important territory, with chapters on Sartre’s relationship to the transcendental tradition, 
French influences on Sartre’s idiosyncratic reading of Hegel and Heidegger, the crucial influence 
of Gestalt Psychology on Sartre’s early philosophy and the background to the development of 
Sartre’s notion of temporality. Part Two addresses Sartre’s early mature philosophical period up 
to but not including Being and Nothingness.These four chapters, while of intrinsic importance, 
merit serious study by anyone wishing to tackle Being and Nothingness and were written with 
this goal in mind. Part Three concentrates solely on Being and Nothingness and offers the most 
comprehensive treatment of any single text in this Handbook.The justification for so doing is 
twofold. First, Being and Nothingness is “far and away Sartre’s greatest achievement as a philoso
pher” (Gutting, 2001: 128). Second, all of Sartre’s subsequent philosophy “refines and develop 
its central theses but never simply rejects them” (ibid.). Part Four addresses Sartre’s major works 
and concepts in ethics. Somewhat idiosyncratically organized into four chapters, it should be said 
that here, like in many other cases, overlap was unavoidable.These chapters treat the period up 
to but not including Sartre’s posthumously published Notebooks for an Ethics as one period, 
the Notebooks as a transitional period that leads to the Rome and Cornell Lectures.This sec
tion concludes with a meditation on Sartre’s “collaborative” project: Hope Now. Part Five cov
ers Sartre’s political analysis and was, by far and away, the most difficult section to organize. It 
attempts to cover every major development in Sartre’s thinking along political lines, with the 
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unfortunate omission, see above, of Sartre’s pragmatic alignment with the PCF and Soviet Union; 
see A Sketch of Sartre’s Life (this volume) for some remarks upon this period. Part Six covers 
Sartre’s more literary production. It’s limited to chapters on Sartre’s biographies, plays, novels and 
his impact on the arts.The volume concludes with some of Sartre’s most important engagements 
with Simone de Beauvoir and Merleau-Ponty, and extensions along the lines of Sartre’s impact 
on Black Existentialism,Anarchism, contemporary philosophy of mind and analytic meta-ethics. 

A final note. It took over four years and many arduous efforts to bring a volume of this size 
and reach to press.A few words of gratitude for our editors, contributors, translators and all the 
friends, family and colleagues who have supported these many efforts are in order.A collabora
tion from its inception, Professors Ronald Aronson, Bruce Baugh, Jean-Pierre Boule,William 
McBride, Thomas Flynn, Oliver Golag, John Ireland, Katherine Morris, Sarah Richmond, 
Ronald Santoni, and Jonathan Webber have each assisted us in various ways, through targeted 
conversations, comments upon the prospectus, introduction and translations, etc. Several anony
mous reviewers offered many lucid and helpful remarks. Our editors at Routledge, Rebecca 
Shillabeer, Gabrielle Coakeley,Adam Johnson and Tony Bruce exercised considerable patience 
and offered judicious advice at the many twisting turns along the way. Producing such a large 
volume as this involves a tremendous amount of work. My co-editor Connie Mui was steadfast 
and indefatigable in helping to hold the course over various bumps in this long road.Without 
her due diligence, extensive labor, and moral support this volume would not have been pos
sible. I also owe a special debt of gratitude to Christophe Perrin.Along with his steady support, 
Christophe played an integral role as liaison with all the French contributors.Without his assis
tance the French contributions would have been considerably more difficult to secure, translate 
and edit.Also, special thanks go out to Dennis Kehoe, Mark Gossiaux,Adrian van den Hoven, 
and Nicole Bojko for their help with revisions and support with translations.Additionally, our 
research assistants, Grant Dufrene and Carissa Harlow, showed extraordinary dedication in 
tracking down missing references and fixing up what must have seemed like an infinite number 
of bibliographies. Finally, without our volunteer translators, the French contributions would not 
have been possible. My gratitude goes out to everyone involved. 

Note 

1 For a list of posthumously published text written by Sartre in the last 20 years, please see Appendix 
below. 
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Appendix: Some Posthumously Published Text since 2001 

We thank Grégory Cormann who compiled this list of texts, created their descriptions and 
organized them into three categories. The descriptions have been abbreviated and edited for 
clarity. 
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I. Years of training: 
1.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2018/[1926–27]. “Sartre inédit : le mémoire de fin d’études (1927),” ed. 

G. Dassonneville, published in Études sartriennes, n° 22, pp. 43–246. Originally titled, 
“L’image dans la vie psychologique : rôle et nature,” (The Image in Psychological Life: 
Its Role and Nature), this text was presented for Sartre’s Diplôme d’Études Supérieures 
de Philosophie (1926–1927). Sartre’s first study of images initially circulated exclusively 
within a small circle of Sartre scholars as an imperfect transcript. Dassonneville intro
duces this new version with a discussion of the philosophical context in the 1920s 
when Sartre began formal study of philosophy. Sartre eventually revises this text and it 
becomes two separate monographs on imagination. 

2.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2016/[1926/27]. “Inédits de jeunesse. Impedocles and the Song of the 
Contingency,” Études sartriennes, n° 20, pp. 27–50. This folder was originally titled 
“Impedocles” (1926–1927), ed. Équipe Sartre, ITEM/CNRS. Sartre wrote this story 
for his youthful love, Simone Jollivet. It anticipates many themes from Sartre’s first 
novel: Nausea. 

3.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2001/[1930]. “Fragments posthumes de la Légende de la verité,” ed. V. 
de Coorebyter, in Écrits posthumes de Sartre, II (Annales de l’Institut de philosophie 
de l’Université de Bruxelles), Paris,Vrin, 2001, pp. 27–57.These fragments are from 
Sartre’s short story The Legend of Truth first published in Bifur in 1931.This story offers 
an implacable critique of the myth of reason, as well as the philosophy and science of 
his time. It also offers a surprisingly deep reflection on the genesis of ideology. 

4.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2012. “Les conférences du Havre sur le roman,” (The Lectures from Le 
Havre on the Novel), ed. A. Cohen-Solal and G. Philippe, with the collaboration of 
G. Cormann and V. de Coorebyter, published in Études sartriennes, n° 16. pp. 35–162. 
Sartre taught at the Lycée François Ier du Havre from 1931 to 1936. While Sartre 
gave numerous lectures, only those given during the winter of 1932–1933 remain. 
These lectures compare the English, US and French literary traditions.They also dis
cuss the literary techniques of several novelists, including John Dos Passos and Virginia 
Woolf. Sartre would adapt these literary techniques in novels: Nausea and The Roads of 
Freedom. 

II.	 Transitional years: 
1.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2008/[~1951]. “Sartre inédit avec les manuscrits: ‘Mai–juin 1789’ et 

‘Liberté–Égalité,’” ed. J. Bourgault, Études sartriennes, n° 12, pp. 19–154. This vol
ume of Études sartriennes contains two manuscripts, both probably written in 1951. 
The first (May–June 1798) consists of notes and first-hand historical documentation 
that launched Sartre’s study of the French Revolution. The material prepares the 
way for Sartre’s Critique de la Raison dialectique. The second manuscript “Liberty– 
Equality. Manuscript on the Genesis of Bourgeois Ideology,” ed.V. de Coorebyter, pp. 
165–256, mixes philosophy and history. According to G. Philippe, these notes were 
written at the time of the writing of Le Diable et le bon dieu (1950–51) and evoke 
the historical anthropology of the Critique of Dialectical Reason. Sartre addresses the 
genesis and contradictions of bourgeois ideology in a “kind of archaeology of the 
modern world.” 

2.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2005/[1954–56]. “Fragment de Joseph Le Bon » (1954–1956), ed. G. 
Philippe and J. Piat, Les Temps modernes, n° 632–634, pp. 675–694.This script features 
an actor of the Convention and Terror during the French Revolution, Joseph Le Bon, 
to whom Sartre lends many of Robespierre’s traits.This play describes the tensions of 
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the revolutionary movement, suspicions of the leader turning against the people, and 
the acceleration of the violence of Terror. 

III.	 Years of political review: 
1.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2015/[1964]. Les racines de l’éthique. Conférence à l’Institut Gramsci, mai 1964 

(The Roots of Ethics: Lecture at the Gramsci Institute, May 1964), ed. J. Bourgault and G. 
Cormann, Études sartriennes, n° 19, pp. 11–118.This text follows up on the collective 
project to elaborate a Marxist theory of value conceived collectively in 1961. Sartre 
anchors this analysis in a critical engagement with and constructive criticism of struc
turalism, e.g., Lévi-Strauss, Bourdieu, Sebag and Malson. It develops political analysis 
at two levels, each of which focuses on a different example.At the infra-political level, 
Sartre analyzes a famous trial of an infanticide held in Liège (1962). At the ultra-
political level, Sartre analyzes racism and colonial violence through a rereading of 
Fanon.This text gives us an extended take on Sartre’s assessment of the struggles of 
decolonialization. 

2.	 J.-P. Sartre. 2005/[1965]. “Morale and History,” ed. J. Simont and G. Cormann, Les 
Temps modernes, No. 632–634, pp. 268–414. Sartre wrote this in preparation for a lec
ture he was to give at Cornell University, but abandoned in protest against the United 
States’ involvement in the Vietnam War.“Morality and History” is one of Sartre’s most 
important post-war texts. Please see Chapter 24, this volume for an excellent account 
of its content. 
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Born in Paris on June 21, 1905, Sartre’s biological father dies 15 months later, at which point 
Sartre’s mother moves into her parents’ house in the Parisian suburbs. Largely homeschooled by 
his grandfather until the age of ten, Sartre claims to have believed that he would become famous 
from the age of nine—a belief that surely motivates him for much of his early life. Indeed, 
Sartre’s obsessive desire fuels a monomaniacal compulsion to write and, as we shall see, contrib
utes to Sartre’s demise.While in many ways idyllic, Sartre’s early childhood is hampered by vari
ous illnesses, including an eye infection (age 3–4) that causes him to lose most of the use of his 
right eye for the rest of his life. In 1915, Sartre enrolls in Lycée Henri-IV, widely regarded as one 
of the most prestigious prep schools in the French public-school system, where Sartre meets his 
best childhood friend Paul Nizan. Sartre’s mother remarries in 1917 and the family moves out 
of Paris to La Rochelle, where Sartre attends a local lycée of considerably lower quality. Sartre 
describes the next four years as the worst of his life due to a complicated relationship with his 
stepfather (who pressured him away from literature toward math and science), combined with 
constant bullying at school. Sartre later interprets the bullying as class violence—which was not 
confined to the schoolyard itself and was spilled over into the streets, into skirmishes between 
working-class kids and those from the old aristocracy.This early experience of violence clearly 
left an important mark on Sartre (given his abiding interesting in insurrectionary violence from 
the late 1940s onwards). For fear of bad influence, Sartre’s parents move back to Paris and Sartre 
reunites with Nizan at Lycée Henri-IV. Sartre remains at Henri-IV until 1922, with the last two 
years spent taking classes (informally known as hypokhâgne and khâgne) specially designed to 
prepare students for the grueling and extremely competitive entrance exam to l’École normale 
supérieure (ENS).At that time, the ENS was the most prestigious of the Grandes Ecoles that not 
only trained many of France’s greatest intellectuals but also groomed future political elites. 

It is worth interjecting here that Sartre initially found philosophy a “tremendous bore” and 
later in life, over the objections of Beauvoir, Sartre claims that literary forms of expression were 
always more important to him than philosophy. Sartre’s formal turn to philosophy resulted from 
an introduction to Henri Bergson (during a class in the second year of his preparation for the 
entrance exam to ENS). Sartre believed that the study of philosophy would benefit his literary 
aspirations, and the intersection between philosophical analysis and literary imagination would 
permeate much of Sartre’s work for the rest of his life. Another hallmark of Sartre’s work is 
that it tends to defy strict disciplinary lines.An important reciprocal relationship holds between 
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Sartre’s philosophical ideas expressed in literary forms in his plays and novels, and concrete 
examples that could be scenes in a play, which motivate philosophical analysis. Something simi
lar can be said for the relationship between Sartre’s philosophical psychology and his interest in 
biography, and again for the relations among Sartre’s political theorizing, sociology, psychology, 
and history. 

In 1924, Sartre and Nizan pass the competitive entrance exam to ENS where many famous 
French philosophers received their education, e.g., Henri Bergson, Jean Hyppolite, Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty, Louis Althusser, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, and Alan Badiou.Although 
Sartre specializes in philosophy, he reads widely in contemporary literature, psychoanalysis, psy
chology, and sociology, in a self-avowed attempt to become the man who knows the most. 
Sartre’s early epistemic ambitions were later matched by his prodigious output: the activity 
of writing, according to Sartre, constituted an existential neurosis that fueled his unrelenting 
ambition. Sartre describes his years at ENS as the happiest of his life. He enjoys a positive 
reputation amongst his peers as exhibiting a superior intellect and robust anti-authoritarian 
attitude.A charismatic student, a good singer, a decent pianist, and a prankster, he often performs 
impromptu comedic skits for his peers. While Sartre shows little interest in political matters, 
Nizan’s communism and Raymond Aron’s socialism surely had some influence on him. During 
this time, late 1920s to early 1930s, Sartre doesn’t vote or engage in acts of political activism, 
though he supports, attitudinally, the Republican cause in the Spanish Civil War and welcomes 
the Popular Front in France. Sartre also writes three short proto-existentialist stories during 
this period—Une défaite (A Defeat) (1927), Er the Armenian (1928), and La Légende de la vérité 
(The Legend of Truth) (1931)—and maintains a notebook now known as Carnet Dupuis (1932). 
Sartre attempts to have the first two stories published and feels deflated by their initial rejections. 
Eventually The Legend of Truth was published. (See Thomas Flynn, 2014: 27–46, for a helpful 
account of these early writings.) 

In 1928, Sartre surprises everyone when he fails l’agrégation, the highly competitive, disci
pline-specific exam that licenses students to teach in lycées. It is commonly held that Sartre’s 
failure resulted from his efforts to offer original answers when the judges were looking for 
traditional exposition. In July of 1929, Sartre meets Simone de Beauvoir while prepping to 
retake the exam.The two become lifelong companions (and briefly non-monogamous lovers) 
who never married. Sartre and Beauvoir pass l’agrégation (in first and second place, respectively). 
The exam topic of that year was contingency and freedom.After mandatory military service as 
a weatherman, Sartre applies for a lectureship in Japan to hedge against his longstanding fear of 
becoming a provincial schoolteacher. His application is rejected, and fate seems to be winning: 
Sartre is appointed to teach at a provincial lycée in Le Havre (with Beauvoir appointed to a 
teaching position in Marseille, over 900 kilometers away). Although Sartre disdains Le Havre 
(which becomes Mudville in his first novel) and does not love teaching, his pedagogical style 
was, by all accounts, unconventional, informative, challenging, and inspiring. Sartre’s physical 
distance from Beauvoir complicates regular visits and contributes to Sartre’s depression during 
this period. Sartre was also increasingly self-conscious about his looks. He was just under five 
feet tall, with thinning hair, and his exotropic eye lent to facial dissymmetry.These elements that 
motivate Sartre’s depression are magnified by his overwhelming sense of failure when Gallimard 
rejects his manuscript, Melancholia, which will eventually become his first novel, Nausea. 

Another factor in Sartre’s depression plausibly arises from an excruciating sensitivity to the 
brute contingency and groundlessness of human existence. Sartre claims to have directly experi
enced the world’s lack of necessity as a child, but the lived experience of contingency is crystal
lized through an early love for film: the necessity by which movies unfold sharply contrasts with 
the disorder of life outside the theater. Sartre’s first novel centers on this distinction between 
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the necessity embodied in artistic media, as sharply contrasted by the absurdity and contin
gency of the world. Sartre first began to develop formally his ideas on contingency in one of 
Brunschvicg’s seminars (1927–28), where Sartre presents a paper on that topic.The war clearly 
threw gasoline on the flames of contingency, and Sartre comes to argue, contra Spinoza, that 
nothing factual must be organized in the way that it happens to be, that nothing actual is neces
sary, and that everything that exists (including nonbeing) lacks any ultimate explanation. Indeed, 
even if the idea of “God” were not contradictory and, hence, an impossible being, as Sartre 
argues in Being and Nothingness, even an “existing” God could not explain Her own existence, 
much less explain why there is something rather than nothing.These ideas of brute ineffability 
and contingency remain central throughout Sartre’s entire career and they underpin three other 
closely related central concepts: individual freedom, collective responsibility, and the permanent 
possibility that our situation can always be changed. 

In 1933–34 Sartre takes a leave of absence from teaching and spends a formative academic 
year in Berlin, primarily reading Husserl’s Ideas I and rewriting his novel.The well-known story 
of Sartre’s discovery of Husserl through Raymond Aron, while drinking cocktails at a café, prob
ably fails to appreciate the likelihood that Sartre was already familiar with, if not Husserl’s work, 
at least Husserl’s ideas. The story does, however, capture a fundamental dimension of Sartre’s 
philosophical ethos. Sartre tears up at the idea that Husserl’s phenomenology delivers a method 
by which Sartre can philosophize about concrete existence. Indeed, almost everything Sartre 
writes respects situated lived experience, in one of two different ways. Initially, lived experience 
supplies an ineluctable starting point for philosophical analysis, from which to derive regres
sively the factually necessary, ontological conditions that make such experience possible. Later 
in Sartre’s career, lived experience must be reincorporated as praxis into an antecedent system 
of structures that individual actions subsequently render concrete. Once more, even though 
Sartre’s existential phenomenology begins with individual lived experience, nonetheless, it aims 
to understand the sum totality of what is and is not. In similar fashion, Sartre’s later philosophy 
aims to understand the detotalized totality of history in its endless entirety and how free indi
vidual praxis plays an essential role in the unfurling of culture. No philosophy that begins with 
speculative abstraction or submerges individuals into freedom vitiating, deterministic forces— 
whether psychological, social, historical or causal—can be taken as theoretically coherent.And, 
as noted above, Sartre always maintained the permanent possibility that we can imagine our 
world as being otherwise, however difficult, weighty or paradoxical any situation may be. 

By 1937, Sartre and Beauvoir land teaching positions in Paris (at Lycée Pasteur and the 
Lycée Molière respectively) and they live in the same hotel in separate rooms in the 14th arron
dissement on the left bank. Sartre’s future also looks more promising. In 1936 his first book 
L’Imagination appeared, and the following year saw the publication of his critique of Husserl, 
La Transcendance de l’ego (The Transcendence of the Ego). The former offers an academic survey 
of philosophical and psychological views of imagination and, in its final chapter, gives a close 
reading of Husserl’s phenomenological method.The latter argues Husserl has lost sight of the 
implications of his own method in positing a transcendental ego at the heart of conscious
ness. Sartre’s short story “Le Mur” (“The Wall”) comes out in France’s most prestigious literary 
review, La Nouvelle Revue française (NRF).Three other short stories also appear in NRF in 1938, 
and later published together in a single collection as Le Mur. Many of these stories explore the 
psychopathological, including a sociopath who enjoys sexually humiliating prostitutes. These 
stories also query whether madness organically modifies consciousness or is somehow “chosen.” 
Each story includes at least one character who self-deceptively hides from discomfiting aspects 
of existence—a prominent theme in much of Sartre’s literature and formally analyzed in Being 
and Nothingness as bad faith. 
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In the same year, 1938, Gallimard publishes Sartre’s first novel, the title of which was changed 
from Sartre’s Melancholia to Gallimard’s La Nausée (Nausea). Now considered an existential clas
sic, the novel characterizes bad faith at the level of social groups, namely the bourgeoise, and 
the struggles of its main character (clearly based on Sartre’s life) to make meaning out of an 
absurd world. In 1939 Sartre publishes Esquisse d'une théorie des émotions (Sketch for a Theory of 
the Emotions). This short text rejects several traditional theses regarding emotions—that they 
are passive and irrational—and argues that emotions allow us to magically transform situations 
outside of our control, giving us an illusory sense of control. In 1940 Sartre’s L’Imaginaire (The 
Imaginary) comes out. It is based on his earlier L’Imagination (The Imaginary) and comprises the 
first monograph-length philosophical treatment of imagination. It rejects the Cartesian thesis 
that imagination is a contingent faculty, arguing instead that conscious experience would not 
be possible without imagination. It rejects Hume’s thesis that images differ merely qualitatively 
from sensations, as weak copies of physical impression located inside of our heads. Sartre argues, 
to the contrary, that imagination essentially differs from perception and images do not exist 
inside one’s mind. Finally, Sartre, in the conclusion, plausibly written after the main text was 
completed, offers a transcendental style deduction: the necessary condition for the possibility of 
imagining nonexistent objects is that conscious experience must be free from causal determin
ism. All these early philosophical works prepare the way for Sartre’s magnum opus: Being and 
Nothingness. 

By the end of the 1930s, Sartre has established himself as a rising star in the Paris literary 
scene, and then Germany declares war on France in early September (1939) and chaos soon 
ensues. Given Sartre’s impressive productivity, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that the years 
between Sartre’s time at ENS and WWII were extremely tumultuous. Mussolini’s Fascists were 
in power since the 1920s, Hitler comes to power in 1933—the year Sartre spends in Berlin— 
and the effects of the Great Depression had begun to spread to Europe. In the face of mass 
unemployment, accelerating inflation, and financial scandals, the Popular Front, a coalition of 
left wing political groups including the French Communist Party (PCF), and Section française 
de l’Internationale ouvrière (French Section of the Workers’ International) (SFIO) unite to head 
off the genuine possibility of a Fascist coup in France. In May of 1936, the Popular Front wins 
major victories in the general election and only two months later the Spanish Civil war begins. 
Western liberal democracies, especially England and France, stand by and do nothing to support 
the Spanish republicans, while Hitler supplies Franco’s Fascists with armaments. It is a coalition 
of individual workers, writers, and intellectuals from around the world who travel to Spain to 
fight against Franco for democracy. 

When war breaks out in Europe, Sartre serves as a weatherman in eastern France and life, 
and initially, remains surreally calm. Sartre continues to work on L’Age de raison (The Age of 
Reason), in the autumn of 1938. He keeps notebooks, published posthumously as Les Carnets 
de la drôle de guerre (War Diaries), which record thoughts about daily life (and his past), covering 
such topics as fame, glory, death, relations with others, sex, friendship, property, ownership, and 
money. Philosophically speaking, Sartre addresses the core concepts that would comprise Being 
and Nothingness: freedom, nothingness, consciousness, historicity, bad faith, and authenticity. He 
also wrote daily letters to his mother, Beauvoir, and other friends.Amazingly, Sartre wrote over 
a million words during this irreal nine-month period.The letters to Beauvoir alone filled 500 
pages (Lettres au Castor), and the expanded edition of his War Diaries runs to just over 600 pages 
and contains only six of the original 15 notebooks. This period dramatically ends when the 
German offensive begins in France in May 1940. 

On May 23, Paul Nizan is killed. On June 21, Sartre’s thirty-fifth birthday, his garrison is 
captured and interned at a POW camp near Trier. The nine months of captivity constitute 
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one of the most transformative experiences in Sartre life. Prior to the war, Sartre valorizes 
the Nietzschean ideal of the lone intellectual who stands aloof from society, and he embraces 
individualism and non-conformity, while maintaining a relatively indifferent attitude toward 
political matters. In sharp contrast, prison life confronts Sartre with a palpable sense of solidar
ity, as Sartre realizes that all humans are ineluctably socially interdependent.These experiences 
elevate Sartre’s political conscience, and politics in relationship to ethics becomes a priority for 
the rest of Sartre’s life. In mid-March 1941, for reasons that are not entirely clear, plausibly with 
forged medical papers, Sartre secures release from the POW camp. On April 1, Sartre arrives 
in an entirely transformed occupied Paris. Nazi flags fly atop buildings. German streets signs 
are posted on the main boulevards and Nazi propaganda permeates the media and radio. Food, 
tobacco, coal, and clothing are rationed and become increasingly expensive.A curfew is in place. 

Now committed to political engagement, Sartre immediately forms a short-lived, largely 
ineffective resistance group, along with Merleau-Ponty and Beauvoir and some other friends 
from ENS, named Socialisme et Liberté. At its peak, this group contained approximately 50 
members who were broken into cells of five.While some claim that Sartre joined a preestab
lished resistance group, the balance of evidence suggests otherwise. During this time Sartre 
writes a constitution with 120 articles for the group. Although no copies exist, it reportedly 
combined insights from Proudhon and Marx in a heady blend of anti-authoritarian, voluntary 
utopian socialism. 

The group unsuccessfully attempts to form liaisons with other resistance groups, including 
the PCF, but the PCF either genuinely feared or simply contrived a story that Sartre was col
laborating and rejected the group’s offer.Although we will never know for sure, the PCF’s rejec
tion of Sartre’s group plausibly had something to do with Nizan. Nizan had been a member of 
the PCF but quit the organization in August 1939, when the Stalin-Hitler Nonaggression Pact 
was signed. Members of the PCF launch a smear campaign against Nizan and, after the war, in 
1947,Aron, Sartre, and others sign a public letter calling on the PCF leadership to provide evi
dence against Nizan. It should be stressed here that the Nonaggression Pact stunned the world; 
it increased the likelihood of war, and plausibly allowed the Soviet Union to rearm, an irony 
that led to the eventual defeat of Germany. In particular, the Pact threw left wing organizations 
in France into disarray.The PCF, which had fought against fascism during the Popular Front, 
was, in the summer of 1940, urging workers to welcome occupying German soldiers, an acqui
escence that lasts until June 1941. Many Socialists, it should also be mentioned, did not imme
diately renounce the Vichy government: in August 1940, approximately 80% of its members in 
Parliament voted to give Petain “les pleins pouvoirs,” even if under crushing pressure. No decision 
during this time was easy. 

Although Sartre has received considerable criticism for his lack of engagement in the French 
underground resistance, some of it results from misunderstandings and Sartre undertook a hand
ful of actions at considerable personal risk. In fact, at least one (and possibly several) of the 
group’s members was jailed. Sartre recognized the group’s ineffectiveness and felt personally 
responsible for the imprisonment of the comrade(s). Consequently, Sartre disbands the group in 
October 1941 and spends the rest of the war teaching and writing. Sartre also participates in the 
Comité national des écrivains (National Committee of Writers), the intellectual branch of resist
ance formed by the French Communist Party (PCF) at the end of 1940. Comprising mostly 
(but not entirely) communist academics, some controversy surrounds Sartre’s joining, with some 
members opposing, in late 1942 (or January 1943). Sartre contributed to at least three issues of 
its underground journal Les Lettres Françaises. His first contribution launches a blistering attack 
on the collaborator novelist Pierre Drieu La Rochelle who, during the Occupation, served 
as stooge editor for NRF.To summarize Sartre’s political engagement, in Sartre’s own words, 
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he was “never a resistant who wrote” but “a writer who resisted” (qtd. by Gerassi, 1989: 179). 
Despite what some of Sartre’s critics have said, Sartre never overstated and explicitly emphasized 
his marginal role in the French resistance. He also refused the Legion of Honor Award in 1945, 
which, prior to WWII, typically recognized courageous military action but came to include 
heroic acts of resistance during the Occupation. 

During the remainder of the Occupation, Sartre was, as should now be unsurprising, 
extremely productive. In June of 1943, Sartre’s play, Les Mouches (The Flies), based on the Greek 
myth of Orestes and Electra, has a short run in Paris. (Sartre naively believed he had fooled the 
German censors in presenting a resistance play in occupied Paris.Although the play rejects pas
sivity and valorizes taking responsibility for one’s actions, it’s unlikely that audiences understood 
it as a resistance play per se.) Sartre also finishes his magnum opus, Being and Nothingness, pub
lished in December, which weighs in at over 700 pages. Initially surprised by its uncharacteristi
cally high sales, Gallimard soon learns that the behemoth text weighs exactly one kilo and that 
storekeepers have been purchasing it for their hanging scales, their metal weights having been 
melted down into munitions.Arguably the most important text in Sartre’s philosophical corpus, 
it is equally one of the most difficult and poorly understood.This text sets the stage for much 
of the rest of Sartre’s theoretical orientation: the world can be changed, we are always free to 
change it, and each of us is responsible for our own failure to do so.To this one should add, most 
of us, most of the time, conceal discomfiting aspects of our freedom, responsibility, and ground
lessness from ourselves. Sartre powerfully captures this self-concealment in his most famous play, 
Huis clos (No Exit), which opens in May of 1944.This play contains the famously misunderstood 
line:“Hell is other people.” Unlike popular interpretations of Christian hell, which lasts forever, 
one always enjoys the possibility of freely choosing to leave our self-imposed hell: the door that 
exits hell always remains unlocked. 

After the war, Sartre continues to write for Les Lettres Françaises and his now famous essay 
“The Republic of Silence” (about life under Occupation and the spirit of resistance) was pub
lished in the first open issue in September 1944.The volume was titled with the same name as 
Sartre’s essay and it opens with a misleading preface, not written by Sartre, but which introduces 
Sartre as having been “fearless and active in the underground.”This misleading statement made 
Sartre vulnerable to criticism since he’d not been especially active but, as seen above, he never 
claimed to be. In early 1945, Combat and Le Figaro send Sartre to the United States (his first trip 
outside of Europe) for approximately four months, arriving in January. Sartre writes 32 essays on 
various topics ranging from Hollywood, New York City, jazz, and various aspects of American 
culture and politics. In the fall of 1945, The Age of Reason and The Reprieve appear as the first two 
installments of a planned tetralogy (The Roads of Freedom), with an unfinished fourth volume 
(The Last Chance) published posthumously and recently translated. Having become a signifi
cant target of attack from the political left, the mainstream media, and the Catholic right, on 
October 29, Sartre publicly defends his views in a famous public lecture:“L’Existentialisme est 
un humanisme.” The lecture had been advertised in several major newspapers and the audi
torium was, consequently, fully packed.With standing room only, the Q&A had to take place 
the next day.Transcribed by a stenographer and published in 1946, this essay is easily the most 
widely read philosophical piece of Sartre’s corpus. It is also the one published piece that Sartre 
regretted having published. The essay offers a defense against four general criticisms leveled 
against Sartre’s philosophy and literature. More importantly, it supplies a provocative introduc
tion to what we might call popular philosophical existentialism that offers a thin sketch of 
freedom as foundation for all values, and explains how authenticity requires that we affirm 
the freedom of Others.While roughly consistent with Being and Nothingness, it is, nonetheless, 
imprecise, frequently vague and intentionally rhetorical. 
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Unlike the prewar period where Sartre enjoyed some initial recognition from within Parisian 
literary circles, by the end of 1945 Sartre is front page news. Now famous, Sartre’s literary success 
renders him financially independent, allowing him to quit his teaching job to write fulltime.This 
newfound freedom from academic institutions distinguishes Sartre from many of his predeces
sors with public profiles, e.g., Bergson, who were tied to the academy and its various institutional 
constraints. After returning from the United States in the spring of 1945, Sartre, along with 
Raymond Aron, Simone de Beauvoir, Michel Leiris, Maurice Merleau-Ponty,Albert Ollivier, and 
Jean Paulhan, launches Les Temps modernes. Initially published by Gallimard, this left wing intel
lectual monthly goes through several publishers. It was only recently shuttered. Sartre’s preface to 
the inaugural volume promotes committed literature and attacks art for art’s sake; it also harshly 
attacks bourgeois writers as suffering “bad conscience.” This essay and Sartre’s position at Les 
Temps modernes, as its executive editor, completes Sartre’s transformation into a public intellectual. 

Along with the popular lecture discussed above, Sartre’s Réflexions sur la question juive—first 
published on a small press in 1946 and largely unnoticed until republished by Gallimard in 
1954—marks what we might call Sartre’s early idealistic moral period. It lasts until 1948 when 
Sartre abandons his efforts to deliver the ethical theory that he had promised to write at the end 
of Being in Nothingness, and posthumously published as Cahiers pour une morale. (See Part 4 of 
this volume for many more details on Sartre’s work dedicated to ethical theory; see also Chapter 
21.) During these three years, Sartre also gives a UNESCO address, November 1, 1946, on the 
responsibility of writers to address the greatest threats to humanity, which, for Sartre, at that 
time, consisted in the possibility of another world war. Sartre’s Qu’est-ce que la littérature? ampli
fies this theme and exhorts intellectuals to write works that engage in causes of social justice, 
where looking the other way comes at the price of inauthenticity. In 1947 Sartre was invited 
to write a preface for Léopold Senghor’s Anthologie de la nouvelle poésie nègre et malgache de langue 
française. Sartre writes the superb “Orphée noir” [Black Orpheus], which argues that Black poetry 
is subversive and revolutionary. This essay marks Sartre’s lifelong struggle against racism, as it 
establishes Sartre amongst anti-colonial intellectuals. 

Sartre’s voice, amplified by his fame, provokes a series of scandals. In November 1946, Sartre 
presents two plays, Morts sans sépulture (Men Without Shadows) and La Putain respectueuse (The 
Respectful Prostitute). Set during the Occupation, the first play depicts torture of members of the 
French resistance and provokes Raymond Aron and his wife to walk out due to the violence. 
The second play attacks racism in the USA and led to charges of anti-Americanism. In 1947, 
Sartre becomes embroiled in another controversy when, on a radio program produced by edi
tors of Les Temps modernes, Sartre’s friend Alphonse Bonnafé compares de Gaulle with Hitler. 
Sartre didn’t make the claim, and he publicly denies any weight to the analogy. Nonetheless 
people associate Sartre with the disparaging remarks. In April 1948, Sartre’s play, Les Mains sales 
(Dirty Hands), inspired by the assassination of Leon Trotsky, led to further attacks from the PCF 
who condemned it along with Sartre’s novels as anti-Communist. 

Sartre’s uneasy relationship to the PCF and hostility to everything connected with the bour
geoisie (see below), partially explains why he joins the short-lived Rassemblement démocra
tique révolutionnaire (RDR) in 1948.This left wing movement militated for a radical strain of 
libertarian socialism, while rejecting liberal capitalism, the Stalinism of the PCF, and middle-
of-the-road democratic socialism. Although the organization allowed joint affiliation and was 
open to receiving members from the PCF and the SFIO, both groups vote to disallow their 
members from joining RDR.After some initial success in attracting people to its ranks, which 
never extended beyond 2,000 dues-paying members, the organization stalls and begins to shift 
rightwards, plausibly receiving funding from the US Government, at which point Sartre leaves. 
Under intense Cold War pressure, Sartre eventually supports but never joins the PCF. 
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Although Sartre’s complex relation to the PCF and the Soviet Union cannot be adequately 
treated here, a few words to dispel widespread misunderstandings, without exculpating Sartre’s 
serious misjudgments, are in order. (For an extended treatment of this issue, see Birchall, 2004.) 
For much of the 1940s members of the PCF (sometimes under pressure from Moscow) aggres
sively attack Sartre’s literature, plays, and philosophy, with a deluge of essays and pamphlets, 
much of which are abusive and propagandistic—a fact Sartre’s critics frequently ignore and 
leave unexplained. These attacks were motivated more by Sartre’s growing popularity with 
the French youth and less by Sartre’s written work, but Sartre forcefully responds to many of 
the attacks in Matérialisme et revolution (Materialism and Revolution), first published in Les Temps 
modernes (1946). Sartre not only rebuffs partisan hacks from the PCF, such as Jean Kanapa and 
Roger Garaudy, but also addresses serious, levelheaded criticisms from Pierre Naville. This 
text sketches an existential alternative to Marxism as a basis for revolutionary action. While 
somewhat confused, it comprises a transitional work that clearly reveals Sartre’s movement 
toward a version of Marxism, cleansed of Stalinism.The PCF now returns fire and brings in 
the heavyweights, first with an attack by Henri Lefebvre, who devotes a whole volume to cri
tiquing Sartre’s literature and philosophy (1946), and then George Lukacs’ book length attack: 
Existentialisme ou marxisme (1948). Given all these attacks, why does Sartre become a fellow 
traveler with the PCF in 1952? 

To understand why, one should consider the following two factors. On the one hand, there 
are the tremendous ideological pressures exerted by the Cold War that had caused a series of 
shakeups in the French Government.After the war, France had been governed by a “liberation 
coalition” comprised of Socialists (SFIO), Gaullists (MRP) and Communists (PCF). After the 
liberation, fractures quickly appear in the national ideological tectonics. In January 1946 de 
Gaulle leaves government, after his efforts to enhance the power of the executive were rejected 
by the Socialists and Communists. In May 1947, the Communists take majority power, but 
they are abandoned by the Socialists, because the Communists opposed the Marshal Plan.This 
mirrors the fact that 16 European countries support the Marshal Plan, but the USSR and its 
satellites rejected it.Thus, much of the world polarizes around Western capitalism (or imperial
ism, depending on one’s view) and Eastern communism (or totalitarianism, again, depending on 
one’s view).As seen above, Sartre initially preferred the politics of a third way (‘troisième voie’), 
but these efforts to promote voluntary democratic socialism rapidly fell apart. (For an excellent 
account of Cold War pressures on Sartre, see Aronson, 2005, especially chapters 1–5.) In short, 
there wasn’t really any other viable alternative to Western capitalism. On the other hand, the 
PCF was a serious player in France. It won more than 25% of the vote in postwar elections, 
and it had, as noted above, participated in the coalition government until 1947. Its presence 
was overwhelming in the country’s largest trade union, it published numerous newspapers and 
journals and it ran many organizations. Once more, many of its members worked in the govern
ment, the educational system, and the police force.Above all, the PCF was the major supporter 
of the industrial working class and the primary opponent of the political and economic elite. In 
contrast, the SFIO backed the West and was no longer the party of labor. 

Although Sartre never officially joins the PCF, he becomes a “fellow-traveler” for about four 
years, roughly 1952–1956. Sartre does not, however, definitively break allegiance to the Soviet 
Union until 1958. In late 1951, he accepts an offer from the PCF’s leadership to join its cam
paign to free Henri Martin, a sailor imprisoned for five years for opposition to France’s military 
campaigns in Indochina. In 1952, while vacationing with Beauvoir in Italy, Sartre reads reports 
of a government crackdown on communist demonstrations against the visit of a US general, 
who commanded military forces in Korea. Fights erupted in the streets between protestors 
and police, and on the evening of the protests the PCF leader Jacques Duclos is arrested on 
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obviously contrived charges. Sartre suspects that the French elite are preparing a coup d'état. 
This motivates Sartre to write a series of articles published under the title “Les Communistes et 
la Paix” (The Communists and Peace).These essays appear in several issues of Les Temps modernes 
in July, then October–November of 1952, with another essay appearing in 1954. Sartre describes 
the events of Duclos’ arrest and makes it clear that he agrees with the PCF but only on limited 
subjects. Sartre makes some weak and naive claims but goes on to deliver a passionate plea for 
a return to the Popular Front. Sartre clearly saw the need to rehabilitate the labor movement 
and he defended the right to protest and to employ politically motivated violence—a series of 
arguments that anticipate Sartre’s incendiary preface to Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth (1961). 

Five general observations. First, Sartre added his signature to an essay written by Merleau-
Ponty that denounced the Soviet labor camps, published in Les Temps modernes in January 1950. 
Though it was correctly pointed out in a letter to the editors (later in 1950), that the camps had 
been known about since the 1930s, Les Temps modernes does not initially publish the letter but, in 
June, it does respond with a defensive and unconvincing reply written by Merleau-Ponty. Sartre 
also agreed to publish damning documents about the Soviet forced labor camps but was beaten 
to the punch, when most of the documents were published in a right wing newspaper first. 
While one can say this was too little too late, the point here is that Sartre’s alignment with the 
PCF and USSR wasn’t naive.Thus, second, while one can cynically interpret Sartre as joining 
league with evil forces, it was a pragmatic decision to align with the perceived lesser of two evils. 
Sartre’s growing disdain for the French political elite and correct view that laborers can never 
ultimately escape exploitation and alienation from within capitalist structures, combined with 
the absence of any viable alternatives, motivates his pragmatic allegiance.To this we can add, 
third, that the USSR was actively involved and offered considerable support for anti-colonial 
struggles for independence. This point is sharply contrasted by the US’s active involvement 
in reinforcing colonial regimes and subverting democratically elected left wing governments 
around the world. Fourth, Sartre makes some extraordinary and inexcusable mistakes. He 
authorizes the publication of some ghostwritten and horrendously pro-Stalinist articles. After 
Sartre returns from the Soviet Union in 1954, he publishes five articles in Libération (not to be 
confused with a newspaper started in the early 1970s by Sartre with the same name). Sartre 
knowingly makes false claims about life in the Soviet Union, e.g., that there was total freedom 
to criticize the government. Finally, Sartre’s leftward trajectory contributes in various ways to 
his falling out with several friends:Albert Camus, Raymond Aron, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty. 

In the early 1950s, Sartre’s literary output slows, confined to writing two plays and a long 
(578-page) biographical essay on Jean Genet. Starting in 1949 Sartre began to make a serious 
study of history and Marx, and the balance of his energies temporarily shift from writing to 
reading and traveling, until 1953 when Sartre begins three projects: Les Mots, The Critique of 
Dialectical Reason, and The Family Idiot. It will take Sartre seven years to finish the first volume 
of CDR, ten years to finish his Autobiography, and nearly 20 years to complete the first three 
volumes of the gargantuan Flaubert biography. In 1954, Sartre and Beauvoir first visit the USSR 
and in 1955 they travel to China and meet Mao Zedong.Sartre also joins the Action Committee 
of intellectuals against French rule and military action in Algeria. Four issues of Les Temps mod-
ernes contain articles in support of Algerian pro-independence groups, and they are confiscated 
in Algeria by the colonial authorities. Indeed, Sartre was acutely aware that Algeria was occupied 
by the French in similar fashion to Germany’s occupation of France. In 1956, the PCF supports 
the USSR’s invasion of Poland, at which point Sartre gradually distances himself from the PCF 
and resigns from a position in the French-Soviet Friendship Society. 

1958 momentarily brings Sartre to his knees. Between an excessive schedule of traveling 
and writing around the clock, reportedly sometimes for more than 24 hours, Sartre works on 
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Critique de la raison dialectique and a massive screenplay on Freud for John Huston. Always an 
enthusiastic drinker and smoker, Sartre used a prescribed amphetamine (orthedrine) starting in 
the 1940s and began using massive doses of commercially available mixture of amphetamine 
with aspirin (sold as Corydrane) in the 1950s. Sartre’s lifestyle had already led to hospitalization 
when he collapsed from arterial hypertension, triggered by binging on alcohol in the Soviet 
Union, in 1954.Arterial hypertension and other vascular problems plague Sartre for the rest of 
his life.These health issues eventually require monthly treatments to keep his veins from col
lapsing, largely due to the vasoconstricting effects of heavy amphetamine use. Sartre recognized 
and accepted the consequences, remarking in November 1970:“even if [my amphetamine use] 
kills me tomorrow, it was worth it. I mean, I never slept more than four hours a day for the past 
forty years. If you add that up, it means I’m already ninety, consciously at least” (Gerassi, 2009, 
21). For health reasons, Sartre gives up amphetamines after the completion of CDR, until he 
restarts his massive project of writing Flaubert’s biography and begins consuming Cordryane 
again. 

Sartre published the first volume of The Critique in 1960 and the second unfinished volume 
is published posthumously. Thought by some to be the most important political treatise in 
the twentieth century (private conversations with Ron Aronson, see also Jameson: 2004 and 
2006), others have seen it as overly abstract, disorganized and confused. Sartre aims to synthesize 
existentialism with Marxism, a project first laid out in Search for a Method, while working out a 
theory of history. Punctuated with moments of brilliance, this text incisively shifts the revolu
tionary paradigm away from the exclusive domain of the working class to create a framework 
that comprises all oppressed people, including especially colonized people. The text also lays 
the groundwork for future philosophers interested in working out a new left wing politics, 
grounded in a social ontology that does not submerge human freedom into deterministic forces 
and, at the same time, transcends the traditional dichotomy between explanatory individualism 
and mythological holism. In short, it re-actualizes Marxism, as especially relevant today in our 
global times. 

In February 1960 Sartre and Beauvoir travel to Cuba and Brazil.They enthusiastically sup
port the revolution and meet Fidel Castro and Che Guevara. Sartre writes a 1,100-page manu
script that affirms the Cuban revolution. (Sartre’s support for Castro eventually wanes when 
Sartre becomes critical of Castro’s intolerance of internal criticism.) Sartre, now at the peak 
of his fame, gives speeches in Havana and Saõ Paolo. His words and the pictures of him with 
Castro and Guevara circulate globally.As Andrew Leak observes, at this moment in history,“no 
intellectual, before or since, has ever reached such a wide public” (2006: 115). Later that year in 
May, Sartre visits Yugoslavia and meets with Tito.After Algerian independence in 1962, Sartre’s 
attention returns to the USSR, where he visits nine times over four years and meets with 
Khrushchev twice. 

These trips to Russia are partially motivated by an amorous relationship with his guide and inter
preter Lena Zonina, to whom he dedicates his autobiography The Words.This book, among other 
things, offers an extended meditation on Sartre’s increasingly self-destructive obsession with writ
ing. On a trip in 1966, Sartre contacts Alexander Solzhenitsyn and ask for a meeting; Solzhenitsyn 
rejects the offer. In the mid-1960s, Sartre demonstrates against the Vietnam War. In October 1964, 
Sartre turns down the Nobel Prize in Literature,noting his lifelong independence from institutions. 
(He had refused election into the preeminent Académie française (1949) and never sought, and 
declined, an invitation to apply to the Collège de France.) In 1965, Sartre turns down an invitation 
to speak at Cornell University in protest of US foreign policy. In July 1966, Sartre joins Bertrand 
Russell’s International Tribunal against War Crimes in Viet Nam and in November he’s elected its 
executive president. In that same year, Sartre gives several lectures in Japan. 
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In May 1968, France is brought to a standstill by the largest series of protests and civil unrest 
in its history. On May 6, Sartre signs a statement supporting the rioting students. Five days later, 
Sartre makes a statement on the radio that emphasizes the students’ desire to abandon their par
ents’ bourgeois lifestyle and their unwillingness to accommodate mild reform. Sartre exhorts the 
students to smash the universities and take to the streets. Soon thereafter, French workers strike 
in such numbers that ordinary life is no longer possible. Public transportation is shut down, 
banks close, factories are occupied and goods like gasoline and cigarettes are in short supply. On 
May 20, Sartre gives a short speech to a packed audience at the Sorbonne, now occupied by stu
dents.While Sartre admits to not fully understanding the students’ perspectives, he clearly recog
nizes the reactionary role of the PCF in preventing an alignment between the students and the 
major labor union. Later that summer Sartre definitively breaks with the Soviet Union when it 
invades Czechoslovakia. In 1969, Sartre calls the PCF “the largest conservative party in France.” 

During the late 1960s Sartre also becomes involved in the Israel-Palestine conflict, though 
without taking any side, in an attempt to foster a dialogue. Sartre always supported Israel’s right 
of statehood, but he becomes increasingly sympathetic to the plight of the Palestinians. Sartre 
and Beauvoir travel to Egypt and Israel in 1967, meet with Nasser and realize that rapproche
ment between Israel and Palestine is unlikely. Merely days after their return to France the Six-
Day War erupts. Later, in 1972, Sartre still strives for a middle path, affirming the right of Israel 
to exist, while addressing Palestinian grievances. Sartre is awarded an honorary degree from the 
University of Jerusalem and states, at the ceremony:“I am as much pro-Palestinian as I am pro-
Israeli, and vice-versa.” 

Having now rejected both the PCF and USSR in the late 1960s, Sartre abandons his 
idea of the committed or engaged intellectual and replaces it with a notion of the revo
lutionary intellectual. No longer interested in writing political essays (and soon no longer 
able), in 1970 Sartre supports the radical Maoists organization La Gauche prolétarienne (The 
Proletarian Left) and their newspaper, La Cause du Peuple. Drawn to their youthful vitality 
and revolutionary mentality, Sartre does not accept all their views, e.g., their anti-Zionism. 
After two members are arrested, Sartre briefly takes over the newspaper and supports their 
spontaneous actions.This militant organization—seen by the French government as the most 
dangerous of the time—fights a universal working-class revolutionary struggle that spans 
from the French workers protesting lock-outs to the Black Panthers in the USA.They steal 
food from upscale groceries and distribute it to the poor, and when the Paris Metro fees were 
increased, they stole thousands of tickets and handed them out to workers. Sartre is arrested 
along with several others for merely selling copies of the paper on the street, but Sartre is 
immediately released. 

During this time, Sartre continues to work on his massive existential biography of Flaubert, 
L’Idiot de la famille (The Family Idiot). Originally conceived as five volumes, Sartre only completes 
three, with the first two published in January 1971, and the third volume published the follow
ing year.The three volumes weigh in at nearly 3,000 pages. (The English translations break up 
the first two volumes into two, comprising volumes 1–4, with the English version of volume 3 
labeled volume 5.) These volumes basically represent Sartre’s last written works. Sartre suffers a 
small stroke the same month the first volumes arrive.Then, in March 1973, Sartre suffers a more 
serious stroke, followed in June by triple hemorrhage (behind Sartre’s remaining good eye).The 
hemorrhage renders him functionally blind for the rest of his life. No longer able to write, Sartre 
spends the rest of his life supporting left wing causes, giving interviews, and collaborating with 
(or being taken advantage by) Benny Lévy (alias, Pierre Victor).Together they produce a series 
of recorded conversations published as Hope Now.The complicated controversy that surrounds 
Sartre’s relation to cannot be treated here—see Chapter 23 this volume. 
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Sartre suffers increasingly poor health but remains surprisingly active throughout the rest 
of the 1970s.A brief survey here will suffice. In 1974 Sartre travels to Stuttgart to visit Andreas 
Baader, who is in prison and on a hunger strike. Baadar ran the infamous, anti-fascist Red Army 
Faction (RAF), also known as the Baader-Meinhof Gang.The RAF committed a series of bank 
robberies, bombings, kidnappings, and executions. Sartre explains to the media that while he 
strongly disagrees with their tactics, he condemns the conditions under which they were being 
held: solitary confinement and sensory deprivation being a form of torture. In April 1975 Sartre 
visits Portugal, which had been run by the fascist Estado Novo regime from 1934 to 1973. Sartre 
visits after the non-violent Revolução dos Cravos (Carnation Revolution) to meet with students, 
workers, and writers and to get a taste of the transition to post-fascist life. In May 1976 Sartre 
joins 50 Nobel prize-winners in a campaign for the release of Mikhail Stern, held as a political 
prisoner in the Soviet Union. In 1979 Sartre and Lévy organize a colloquium in Paris on the 
conflict in the Middle East, attended by Arab and Israeli intellectuals.There, Edward Said meets 
Sartre, who, now completely blind and barely able to walk, is basically unresponsive. Sartre had 
burned out. He did not fade away. 

Conclusion 

On April 19, approximately 50,000 people packed the streets for Sartre’s funeral procession 
and cemented Sartre’s iconic status in history.While Sartre clearly made some mistakes, even if 
explicable by an unstable logic of lesser evils, he always championed oppressed people against 
their oppressors. Sartre supported Jews against anti-Semites, poor people against capitalists, 
Blacks against racists, the colonized against their colonizers, Algerians against the French, the 
Hungarians and Czechs against the USSR, the Vietnamese and Cubans against the USA, and 
so on. Sartre’s commitments to these causes always created a tension between his personal eth
ics and political ambitions. He describes himself as having gone through three ethical stages: 
irreal idealism, amoral realism, and moral realism. Yet, traversing all three stages, Sartre was 
gripped by what he calls “the present paradox of Ethics.”Anticipated in Notebooks for an Ethics 
and centrally present in Sartre’s mature dialectical ethics, this paradox reappears in Saint Genet: 
“ethics is for us inevitable and at the same time impossible.”Throughout his life, Sartre main
tained that until everyone experiences maximal freedom within the limits of equality no one 
can live a truly authentic life. Sartre recognized that only a form of non-authoritarian, vol
untary socialism could bring such a world about.To be sure, this regulative vision of a world 
in which humanity’s integral needs are all met may seem further away today than, say, in the 
1960s. Rest assured, were Sartre alive today, he would maintain that we are all, each and every 
one of us, responsible for Trump, for Brexit, and for all of the other many socio-political ail
ments we currently suffer. It’s easy to blame others for whatever reason—a phenomenon that 
manifests itself on both the left and the right. It’s difficult to own one’s responsibility not just 
for one’s individual actions but for our shared world. It’s easy to hide one’s head in the sands of 
bad faith, to distract oneself from the ongoing tragedy of human existence. It’s difficult to stare 
into the existential abyss and begin to single-mindedly theorize collective responsibility and 
coordinated action. 

The Soviet Union collapsed approximately nine years after Sartre’s death and led to roughly 
15 years of inflated Western jingoism and fanciful prognostication. For political idealists, demo
cratic capitalism had won, and we had reached the putative end of ideological evolution. For 
realists, with all the evil forces in disarray, the inevitable moment of global unipolarity had finally 
arrived: the US could “unashamedly lay down the rules of world order.”For neoliberals, the new 
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benevolent “American” hegemony would now soak the entire world with free market capital
ism and put “a Web site in every pot [and] a Pepsi on every lip.”We would all now enjoy the 
real thing. In just a few years all these provocative fantasies reefed themselves upon reality: 9/11 
revealed the idea of unipolarity a dangerous illusion and the 2007–08 global economic crisis 
magnified neoliberalism’s multiple failures.These events have fertilized a culture of right wing 
nationalism that now springs up like weeds around the world. 

If the left has long lacked a unifying vision with the power federate planet Earth’s many 
peoples, Sartre’s Critique of Dialectical Reason plausibly holds the theoretical keys that do not fully 
unlock this door.We await a philosopher who does not so much interpret Sartre’s brilliant but 
muddled texts but finds inspiration in his unique but unfinished vision of democratic anarcho
socialism and our shared integral needs. In returning to the spirit of Marx, we should, perhaps, 
spend less time writing books that diagnose our present predicaments and prognosticate gloomy 
futures. Enough people already know what’s wrong with capitalism: our manifest destiny com
prises a suicidal path as global temperatures rise and we fill our oceans with plastic. Enough 
people are sufficiently aware of just how deeply governments collude with private corporations, 
and how global oligarchs increasingly enjoy unfettered power no longer balanced by corrupt 
states.To spend so much time writing about what’s wrong and how bad things will become (the 
longer we wait) frequently involves more than a little bad faith.We need less consciousness rais
ing and more tactical thinking.The strategic categorical imperative for the twenty-first century 
comes down to this: how do we coordinate collective action and scale it up internationally? 
As Ronald Aronson (2017: 143) correctly observes,“we are losing the collective ability to cope 
with the most urgent problems” at a time when the most urgent social problems can only be 
resolved collectively. In my humble estimation, the obstacles to forming effective organiza
tions, scaling them up into social movements and then coordinating them internationally are 
no longer material. Our greatest obstacles to social change reside in the collective limits of our 
imagination and our immense anxieties over our shared future. 

Sartre’s physical blindness forced him to abandon writing, but he freely chose to get involved. 
His insight that we must shift from engaged intellectuals to becoming revolutionaries should, 
at the very least, motivate a redistribution of that which many of us control: the time to write 
more about how to change world and less about what needs to be changed and what will hap
pen if it’s not. Get to work, my friends. Anyone looking for inspiration to change the world 
for the better, to make it freer for everyone, need look no further than the life and writings of 
Jean-Paul Sartre.1 

Note 

1	 Special thanks to Oliver Golag, Connie Mui and John Ireland for helpful comments on earlier versions 
of this chapter.Any errors, omissions, and misstatements are my own. 
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The most seminal, comprehensive biography is Annie Cohen-Solal (1987). Two short, highly readable 
biographies include David Drake (2005) and Andrew Leak (2006). For the broad historical context of 
Sartre’s philosophy, see Garry Gutting (2001) and Alan Schrift (2006). For the best philosophical biography 
that focuses on Sartre’s ideas, see Flynn 2014. 
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